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Declarations
https://gbdeclaration.org/ The  Great  Barrington  Declaration  :  As  infectious  disease
epidemiologists  and  public  health  scientists  we have grave  concerns  about  the  damaging  physical  and
mental health impacts of the prevailing COVID-19 policies, and recommend an approach we call Focused
Protection. 
811,461 concerned citizens  15,091 medical and public health scientists 44,541 medical practitioners

https://medicalmandates.org  /  Declaration  Against  Medical  Mandates,  Misinformation  And
Coercive Techniques We are a small crew of concerned individuals with collective experience and knowledge
in law, psychology, nursing, policing, IT project management and the management of huge oil projects in the
Far East! We’re part of a growing body of ordinary, thinking citizens who value evidence-based medicine and
want to follow independent science when it comes to our health decisions.

https://nzdsos.com/ Our group formed around an open letter to the New Zealand government that
expressed our concerns with the Pfizer  Covid-19 injection, as well as the implication from our regulatory
bodies that we would be considered incompetent in our duties if we provided fully informed consent about

this procedure. 
https://joinunitedhealthpr.wixsite.com/professionals The  United  Health  Professionals  is
an international collective of more than 1,500 health professionals from different countries in Europe, Africa,
America, Asia and Oceania  alerting governments and citizens of the whole world about the non-evidence
based measures taken to fight COVID-19 and which are very dangerous for : health, education, economy,
peace and other aspects of life. 

https://globalcovidsummit.org/ Over 15,000 Physicians and Scientists Reach Consensus on
Vaccinating Children and Natural Immunity

https://www.freenorthdeclaration.ca/ We  are  Canadian  lawyers.  In  our  country,  civil
liberties are under unprecedented attack. Governments, public health authorities, universities, public and
private employers, municipalities, and businesses are trampling Canadians’ rights and freedoms. Our free
society is at risk.

https://doctors4covidethics.org/ We are hundreds of doctors and scientists from all corners of
the globe. We have written three letters to the European Medicines Agency, urgently warning of short term
and long term dangers from COVID-19 vaccines, including clotting, bleeding and platelet abnormalities. We
first began warning of blood-related risks before media reports of clotting led to vaccine suspensions around
the world.

Research Organisations/Think 
Tanks/Publications
https://ahrp.org/ ALLIANCE  FOR  HUMAN  RESEARCH  PROTECTION  Advancing  Voluntary,
Informed Consent to Medical  Intervention.  AHRP’s mission is  to ensure that  the moral  right  of  voluntary
medical  decision-making is  upheld.  To accomplish that  mission,  we engage in an educational  campaign,
providing  relevant  factual  information  including  ethical,  legal,  technical  reports,  and  media  reports.  We
endeavor to counter widely disseminated false claims that exaggerate the benefits of medical interventions,
while minimizing risks.

https://www.hartgroup.org/ HART  is  a  group  of  highly  qualified  UK  doctors,  scientists,
economists,  psychologists and other  academic experts.   We came together  over  shared concerns about
policy and guidance recommendations relating to the COVID-19 pandemic.  Our aim is to provide relevant
scientific evidence in accessible forms, for a variety of audiences. We hope our information will widen the
scientific debate among policy makers, expert colleagues, the media and the public.
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https://www.pandata.org/ A group of multi-disciplinary professionals, who perceived the global

reaction to Covid, and lockdown in particular, as overwrought and damaging to the point of causing a great
tear in the fabric of society, established PANDA (Pandemics Data & Analytics) in April 2020. As a politically
and economically independent organisation, PANDA seeks to develop science-based explanations and test
them against  international  data.  Policy  recommendations  for  governments  and other  institutions  can be
developed from these. PANDA stands for open science and rational debate, for replacing flawed science with
good science and for retrieving liberty and prosperity from the clutches of a dystopian “new normal”.

https://swprs.org/ Swiss  Policy  Research  (SPR),  founded  in  2016,  is  an  independent,

nonpartisan  and  nonprofit  research  group  investigating  geopolitical  propaganda.  SPR  is  composed  of
independent academics and receives no external funding other than  reader donations. Our analyses have
been published by numerous independent media outlets and have been translated into more than two dozen
languages.

https://www.globalresearch.ca/ The  Centre  for  Research  on  Globalization  (CRG)  is  an

independent  research  and  media  organization  based  in  Montreal.  The  CRG  is  a  registered  non-profit
organization in the province of Quebec, Canada. We publish news articles, commentary, background research
and analysis  on a broad range of  issues,  focusing on social,  political,  economic,  cultural,  strategic and
environmental issues.

https://covidmedicalnetwork.com/ A group  of  senior  medical  doctors  and  health

professionals concerned about the health impacts of the lockdowns used in response to the SARS-CoV-2
outbreaks across Australia.

https://collateralglobal.org/ UK  registered  Charity  (No.  1195125)  dedicated  to

researching, understanding, and communicating the effectiveness and collateral impacts of the Mandated
Non-Pharmaceutical  Interventions (MNPIs) taken by governments worldwide in response to the COVID-19
pandemic.  Utilizing the enduring principles of scientific inquiry, we aim to provide scholarship and research,
building an evidence-based understanding of mitigation measures that is both accessible and actionable.

https://www.voiceforscienceandsolidarity.org/ Mass  infection  prevention  and  mass

vaccination with leaky Covid-19 vaccines in the midst  of  the pandemic can only breed highly infectious
variants.

https://www.canadiancovidcarealliance.org/ Our  alliance  of  independent  Canadian

doctors,  scientists  and  health  care  practitioners  is  committed  to  providing  top-quality  and  balanced
evidence-based information to the Canadian public about COVID-19 so that hospitalizations can be reduced,
lives saved, and our country safely restored as quickly as possible.

https://worlddoctorsalliance.com/ An  independent  non-profit  alliance  of  doctors,

nurses, healthcare professionals and staff around the world who have united in the wake of the Covid-19
response chapter to share experiences with a view to ending all lockdowns and related damaging measures
and to re-establish universal health determinance of psychological and physical wellbeing for all humanity.

https://www.covidplanb.co.nz/ Covid Plan B started as a multi-disciplinary group of expert

and passionate people set up in April 2020 to examine, argue and posit evidence and perspectives on how
and why New Zealand should modify its response to COVID-19.

https://covidrecovery.ie/ Our goal is to bring objectivity and balance to the discussion

around management of the COVID19 Pandemic. Our values are based on the time honoured clinical mantra of
"first, do no harm." We are gravely concerned with the complete absence of reasonable debate on the subject
within our media. 

https://doctors4covidethics.org/ We are hundreds of doctors and scientists from all corners of
the globe. We have written three letters to the European Medicines Agency, urgently warning of short term
and long term dangers from COVID-19 vaccines, including clotting, bleeding and platelet abnormalities. We
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first began warning of blood-related risks before media reports of clotting led to vaccine suspensions around
the world

Community/Activism/Action Groups 
https://www.covid19assembly.org/ With a background in public health and international
marketing, London based David Fleming leads a team of over fifty international researchers, writers, doctors,
scientists,  solicitors,  IT  professionals  and  media  experts.  The  team  is  constantly  growing  as  Covid19
Assembly works behind the scenes to ensure that the public has the best information possible to help them
make informed choices regarding Covid-19.

https://worldfreedomalliance.org/          Promotes collaborations and links between groups of
doctors, scientists, lawyers, professionals and freedom campaigners worldwide.

https://cacuk.uk/              Class Action Covid UK - is a cohort of individuals who

have been harmed by lockdown measures and want to get justice for this. We believe the UK government,
together with certain individuals and organisations, have created a humanitarian and economic crisis on a
national and global level.while working on a template case that will cover everybody's Lockdown Harms, we
seek to provide helpful information and support on this website and through our newsletter.

https://www.ukmedfreedom.org/ We  are  an  alliance  of  UK  medical  professionals,

scientists and lawyers who are campaigning for Medical Freedom, Informed Consent and Bodily Autonomy to
be preserved and protected.

https://rightsfreedoms.wordpress.com/ Was created in order to deepen the question of what

is happening in the world on Covid-19 and all its implications. This site attempts a scientific approach based
on facts or words of scientists, doctors or specialists on the various subjects that affect us surrounding this
situation. It is not a question of being right or wrong but rather, to get as much information as possible to
have a more enlightened and especially more scientific vision than what the mass media presents to us.

https://policeforfreedom.org/ The  mission  of  this  movement  is  to  re-humanise  our
societies, bringing back trust and unity between the security forces and the people. The peaceful marches,
events, campaigns and content created by Police For Freedom aim to educate people about their human
rights, civil liberties, constitutional rights as well as the ethical code of conduct for the police and security
forces.

https://corona-ausschuss.de/en/ since  mid-July  2020,  the  Corona  Committee  has
heard experts and witnesses in weekly meetings on a wide range of  issues concerning the virus,  crisis
management and consequences. In particular, the collateral damage of the lockdown, which has been little
evaluated to date,  has been examined in greater  detail.The sessions are led by  lawyers experienced in
litigation.  They  are  streamed  live  and  remain  available  as  a  recording.  Citizens  can  participate  in  the
discussion by contributing via chat and email. The results of the committee’s work through August 23, 2020,
are summarized  in  an  interim report.  Additional  meetings  will  follow.  A  comprehensive  final  report  with
transcribed  passages  from  the  meetings  and  a  rich  collection  of  evidence  is  in  progress.

https://informedconsentdefense.org/ On February 22, 2021 we appeared in Federal Court
to request a court order (1) recognizing the role of vaccines in the national health epidemic, (2) upholding
that control group studies of vaccinated v. unvaccinated are scientifically advantageous, and (3) exempting
all persons from mandatory vaccination. View our court documents, proving for example that unvaccinated
adults enjoy 1,248% better health than vaccinated. And unvaccinated children enjoy 1,099% better health
than vaccinated.

https://bird-group.org/ The British Ivermectin Recommendation Development Group

(BIRD)  is  a  truly  grassroots  initiative  bringing  together  clinicians,  health  researchers  and  patient
representatives from all around the world to advocate for the use of ivermectin against covid-19.

https://ebmcsquared.org/ Advancing health and well-being for the benefit of humankind
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https://www.the-people-committee.com/english The Israeli People's Committee  is a

group that  was formed by Israeli  citizens,  whose goal  is  to encourage people to share and relate their
experience in regard to civil rights violations, any damages or discrimination arising from the current crisis,
ethics violations and suspected governmental and institutional criminality. The team of Doctors, Attorneys,
Criminologists,  Epidemiologists  and  Academic  Researchers  is  determined  to  perform  an  investigation,
inquiry, and exposure for the benefit of the public.

https://covileaks.co.uk/ CoviLeaks was born in response to mainstream media propaganda

and government misinformation surrounding the COVID-19 'pandemic'. We believe that the lockdown has had
catastrophic consequences leading to excess deaths, poverty and severe economic damage.  We believe the
lockdown and Coronavirus Legislation is wholly disproportionate and an offence on our human rights and civil
liberties.  We have simple aims: To fight for our freedoms, to seek the truth, provide the truth and give a
confidential platform to those who want to speak the truth.

https://planetlockdownfilm.com/ Planet Lockdown is a 90-minute documentary on the
situation the world finds itself in. We spoke to some of the brightest and bravest minds in the world including
epidemiologists, scientists, doctors, lawyers, protesters a statesman and a prince.

https://plandemicseries.com/ The  first  installment  of  PLANDEMIC,  a  26  minute
documentary  featuring  celebrated  virologist  Judy  Mikovits,  has  been  seen  by  over  one  billion  people
worldwide, setting a historic record. The premiere of PLANDEMIC 2 (aka INDOCTORNATION) featuring white
collar crime investigator, Dr. David Martin, also set a world record with 2 million viewers attending the global
livestream.

https://worldcouncilforhealth.org/ The  World  Council  for  Health  is  a  worldwide  coalition  of
health-focused organizations and civil  society groups that  seek to broaden public health knowledge and
sense-making through science and shared wisdom.

Quick Fact Links
https://www.pandata.org/wp-content/uploads/FactsNotFear_leafletA5_print-1.pdf

https://medicalmandates.org/testing

https://medicalmandates.org/masks
https://www.pandata.org/infobank-masks/

https://www.pandata.org/infobank-lockdowns/

https://medicalmandates.org/vaccines

https://www.pandata.org/infobank-treatments/

https://swprs.org/2018/10/01/covid-19-intro/

https://swprs.org/covid19-facts/

https://covidmedicalnetwork.com/coronavirus-facts/overview.aspx

https://covileaks.co.uk/the-truth

Prominent Voices
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zG7XZ2JXZqY

Dr Jay Bhattacharya – great Barrington declaration

https://odysee.com/@IvorCummins:f/excellent-presentation-by-professor-john:d 
 John Loannidis is a professor of medicine and professor of epidemiology and population health, as 

well as professor by courtesy of biomedical data science at Stanford University School of Medicine, professor
by courtesy of statistics at Stanford University School of Humanities and Sciences, and co-director of the 
Meta-Research Innovation Center at Stanford (METRICS) at Stanford University.

https://www.bitchute.com/video/O0ZdVXNyjjCW/
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https://odysee.com/@PlanetLockdown:6/Sucharit-Bhakdi---May-2021:4
Sucharit Bhakdi is the most cited microbiologist in German academic history. Former chair of 

Medical Microbiology at the University of Mainz. Dr. Bhakdi has published over three hundred articles in the 
fields of immunology, bacteriology, virology, and parasitology, for which he has received numerous awards 
and the Order of Merit of Rhineland-Palatinate. 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/KxW1zjIitK8B

https://odysee.com/@BannedYouTubeVideos:4/DR-ROBERT-MALONE-AMERICAN-
THOUGHT-LEADERS1:1
https://odysee.com/@hugokruger:5/The-mRNA-vaccine-(Dr-Robert-Malone):4

Dr. Robert Malone, inventor of MRNA vaccine technology, who has devoted his career to vaccine
development, provides parents a clear statement outlining the scientific facts behind this decision.

https://odysee.com/@PlanetLockdown:6/Knut-Wittkowski---Central-Park-Interview---Planet-
Lockdown:b?&sunset=lbrytv

Knutt  Wittkowski  20  years  head  of  Biostatistics,  Epidemiology,  and  Research  Design  at  The
Rockefeller University, New York.

https://odysee.com/@FearlessNation:7/Nobel-Laureate-Luc-Montagnier-Warns-Covid-Vaccine-
May-Lead-to-'Neurodegenerative-Illness':b  Nobel prize winning virologist Luc Montagnier

https://odysee.com/@Dr.M.:3/mHIIEoh4vfNj:d
Dr Janci Chunn Lindsay- Director of Toxicology and Molecular Biology for Toxicology SupportServices

https://odysee.com/@Dryburgh:7/James-Lyons-Weiler-at-PA-Medical-Freedom-Press-
Conference:0?r=9sSJgFzJnS1qtSRUyopf1tCLghVN6fvm&sunset=lbrytv

https://odysee.com/@TLAVagabond:5/Dr.-James-Lyons-Weiler-PHD-Interview---PEG,-TEG---The-
Known-Dangers-Of-The-COVID-Vaccines:4 James Lyons Weiler is the Editor-in-Chief at Science,
Public Health Policy, and the Law. He earned his PhD in Ecology, Evolution & Conservation in Biology. He won
a Postdoctoral  in  Computational  Molecular  Biology  at  Pennsylvania  State University,  and  has  served as
Senior  Research  Scientist,  and  Scientific  Director  in  support  of  translational  research,  systems biology,
sequence  analysis,  and  the  creation  of  novel  algorithmic  solutions  for  the  analysis  of  complex  and
challenging data.

https://odysee.com/@TruthVault:0/WFA-Interview-Part-3---Prof.-Dolores-Cahill_1:b
https://www.ukcolumn.org/community/forums/topic/dolores-cahill-ukc-interview-1-august-2021/

Professor  Dolores  Cahill  is  a  Molecular  Biologist  &  Immunologist  with  a  staggering  resume
https://dolorescahill.com/pages/about

https://odysee.com/@BretWeinstein:f/TessLawrie:0 Tess  Lawrie  is  an  MD  and  PHD,  external
analyst for the World Health Organization, and an expert in analysis of medical evidence.
https://www.bitchute.com/video/ZmbCapbXa0R7/
  DR. BRETT WEINSTEIN, DR. ROBERT MALONE AND MR. STEVE KIRSCH
https://rumble.com/vd29zn-reiner-fuellmich-full-length-interview-in-berlin-planet-lockdown.html

Dr Reiner Fuellmich is.a German American lawyer with experience going after large companies like
Deutsche Bank. He is a member of the German Corona Investigative Committee. He discusses the current
situation and his efforts to bring justice to the situation.
https://odysee.com/@PlanetLockdown:6/Vivian-Fischer---Full-Interview---Planet-Lockdown:d

Vivian Fischer is an attorney and economist and partner of Reiner Fuellmich with the Berlin Corona
Committee
https://odysee.com/@OracleFilms:1/Ask-The-Experts-(Covid-19-Vaccine):e

Ask The Experts (Covid-19 Vaccine)
https://odysee.com/@QuantumRhino:9/Sen.-Ron-Johnson-with-families-on-adverse-reactions-to-
COVID-vaccine-_-FOX6-News-Milwaukee:d Official hearing on adverse reactions.
https://www.bitchute.com/video/Mui1FPJwpfLI/

Last day of the 7 week Corona Info Tour that activists did in a tour bus around Germany every day,
organizing multiple protests each day. Meet Dr. Bodo Schiffman, Samuel Eckert and Markus Haintz.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YTIvlu9Djd
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5 MEPs replied to discussion about mandatory vaccination in the EU.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hq55vOwKpTM
MEPs fighting for freedom in th EU defending peoples rights against mandatory digital cert

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uLJznE7R61Y
Christine Anderson speaks out on Australia's behalf.

https://rumble.com/vhp7y5-full-interview-world-renowned-doctor-blows-lid-off-of-covid-
vaccine.html?mref=6gby3&mc=98uay Dr. McCullough is an internist, cardiologist, epidemiologist,
and Professor of Medicine at Texas A & M College of Medicine, Dallas, TX USA He has 40 peer-reviewed
publications on the infection testified in the US Senate Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental
Affairs and throughout 2021 in the Texas Senate Committee on Health and Human Services, Colorado General
Assembly, and New Hampshire Senate concerning many aspects of the pandemic response.

https://odysee.com/@PlanetLockdown:6/Michael-Yeadon-full-interview:8?&sunset=lbrytv
https://odysee.com/@PlanetLockdown:6/Michael-Yeadon---Fertility---the-Jab---Planet-
Lockdown:6 Interview with Michael Yeadon, former Vice President and Chief Science Officer of Pfizer,
where he worked for 16 years.

https://www.bitchute.com/video/IdF2O8f3SGfM   /  Nobel prize nominee Dr. Zelenko’s team was
one of the first in the country to successfully treat thousands of Covid-19 patients in the prehospital setting.
Dr. Zelenko developed his now famous “Zelenko Protocol,” which has saved countless lives worldwide. He
has also persevered against unrelenting defamation of character from the media, and threats against his
person.

Media Platforms
https://odysee.com/ https://brandnewtube.com/ https://www.bitchute.com/

https://www.brighteon.com/ https://rumble.com/

News Organisations
https://thepulse.one/ https://m.theepochtimes.com/ https://www.ukcolumn.org/

https://m.youtube.com/user/GlobalResearchTV https://www.globalresearch.ca/

https://www.covidglobalnews.live/  https://dailyexpose.uk/

Media Channels
Protest Coverage
https://odysee.com/@demonstration:d

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCA2jUUNoi3vNuTOaiNDLOsA/videos

https://www.youtube.com/c/RevolutionInTheStreets/video

Covid Scientific Study & Data Analysis
https://odysee.com/@BretWeinstein:f
https://odysee.com/@DarkHorsePodcastClips:b

https://odysee.com/@IvorCummins:f

https://odysee.com/@DrMobeenSyed:1

https://odysee.com/@Dr.M.:3
https://odysee.com/@TLAVagabond:5

This collation is just a selection found through individual research and is far from complete. If you’ve found this collation of resources to be useful
please help balance the systematic suppression of this information by sharing this document directly with as many people as possible. Primarily with
people who you think will do the same. Mainstream social media is the primary tool of information control and suppression.  Sharing primarily in any
form of direct messaging is thereby a better option than posting/tweeting etc...
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